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TIP-LODED CANTIZ/EVER BEMJ’  
. . . New graphs and table aid in determing vibration frequencies for a 
uniform cantilever beam having a mass a t  the end which is offset and 
which has rotatory inertia. 
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IN THE vibration analysis of instruments and simi- 
lar devices it is occasionally necessary to determine 
the natural frequencies of systems consisting of a 
uniform cantilever beam with a tip mass. If the mass 
may be considered to be a point mass concentrated 
at  the tip of the cantilever, the problem is not diffi- 
cult and the lowest frequency may be obtained with 
very great accuracy by using the Rayleigh approxi- 
mation, that is by adding 23 per cent of the dis- 
tributed mass to the tip mass and considering the 
problem as having but one degree of freedom. The 
resulting circular frequency is 
. . . . . . . . .(1) 
However, higher frequencies are still hard to find, 
and, if there is any overhang (see Figure 1) be- 
tween the end of the beam and the centroid of the 
tip mass, or if the tip mass possesses appreciable 
mass moment of inertia, even this Rayleigh approxi- 
mation may be significantly in error. 
Theoretical analysis of this case shows that the 
circular frequencies may be obtained as 
O J , = U , ~  VEI/MpL’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2) 
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where u ,  are the roots of the transcendental equa- 
tion 
It should be explicitly noted that although the 
rotatory inertia of the tip mass is included in this 
formula, that of the beam-distributed mass is not. 
Also, the shearing deformations of the beam are not 
included, and the tip mass is assumed to be perfectly 
rigid. These simplifications are of utterly neghgible 
significance except for quite unusual cases or for 
rather high modes. 



















E= Young's modulus of beam material (psi) 
I =  moment of inertia of beam cross section (in') 
L= Length of beam (in) 
M,= mass of beam (Ib. sec' in-') 
= pounds weight of beam+386 
R=weight of beam + weight of tip mass 
B=offset distance (in) 
K =  centroidal radius of gyration of tip mass (in) 
The functions g, (x) are: 
g,(x)=(sin x cosh x-cos x sinhx),' 
( l+cos  x cosh x)  ....................... (4) 
. . . . . . . . . .  (5) 
(1 +cos x cosh x)  (6) 
. . . . .  (7) 
g, (x)  =sin x sinh x /( 1 +cos x cosh x)  
g,(x)=(sinxcoshx +cosxsinhx)/  
....................... 
g,(X) = (l-cos x cash X )  '( 1 +COS x cash X )  
S!O a slo ' l O l 0  
Valuer of I 
Figure 2. The numbers bedde the curves indicate which g-function is represented. The plus or minus sign indicates the 
algebraic sign d the function in the region indicated. 
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TABLE I-Vdues of the product ug,(o). The entries in tbe & 
pwent of a multiplicative power of tea. Tbm, the entry corrcspon~ 
is -136.48. 
-2.7960 0 
d y  of the tr 
ding to u=.B 
-2 .6556  0 -2.b907 0 -2.33bC 0 -2.17LC C 
iblc conaiat of a m a ~ h  followed by tbe ex- 
I7 is .om252 whik that C o m d b l g  to u=c73 
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Graphs of the functions gl (x) through g4 (x) are 
shown in Figure 2 for values of x up to 10.0. Note 
that the vertical scale runs all the way from zero 
to infinity and that only the numerical values have 
been plotted. The correct algebraic sign can be ob- 
tained as described. For example, g2 (2.5) = - .93 
(approximately). A tabulation of the product 
ug, (u) is given in Table I. This permits immediate 
solution, for all roots, if the tip mass is concentrated 
at the tip of the beam so that B=K=O. Thus, for 
example, if R=.6, we have u,=1.1205; uz=3.9928; 
u3=7.1091, determined by interpolation. The fourth 
and higher roots lie outside the range of the table, 
but a way will presently be indicated for finding 
such roots. 
Figure 3. 
To indicate a method of solution for more com- 
plicated cases, consider the case illustrated in Fig- 
ure 3. In this case 
E =30,000,000 psi 
R= [ (5) (112) (1/8) J / [ (r) ( 1  /4)q3/4)] = 2.122 
I=  (1/2)( 1/8)"/(12) =.oooO8138 in.' 
2B/L= (2)(3/8)/(5)=.15 
(K2+ B*)/LZ= [3(1/4)'+4(3/4)']/( 12) (25) = .008125 
( 1  'R)(K/L)2=.00118 
M,= (5)(1/2)(1/8)(.283)/(386)= ,0002291 lb.sec.* in.-' 
\/EI/M@L3 =292.0 s~c.-' 
( Kj'L)' = .008125- (B/L)?= .008125 - ( ,075) '' = ,0025 
and the equation becomes 
In this form, Q denotes all the quantities on the 
right. Since we do not yet know u, we take Q ini- 
tially as 2.122. From Table I, we find u=1.43 (for 
the fkst mode). Next, we reevaluate 
Qz2.122- (.15) (1.43)'(1.38) - (.008125) (1.43)'(1.9) 
+ (.00118) (1.43)'(.54) ~ 1 . 6 5 7  
Here the values gz (1.43) =1.38, and so on, are read 
from the graph of Figure 2. Corresponding to 
Q=1.657, we find u=1.38. Feeding this back in, we 
get Q=1.719 from which u=1.383 (by interpola- 
tion). There is no corresponding change in Q (to 
the accuracy permitted in reading Figure 2), so 
that we have u=1.383, ,,,,=292 (1.383) *=558.5 radi- 
ans per second. (A more precise result than can be 
obtained from Figure 2, gives u=1.38215.) 
We can also find the second mode, proceeding in 
much the same way. Corresponding to Q=2.122, we 
get u=4.12. Reevaluating. Q= -3.87, u=2.97, say 3. 
Reevaluating, Q=2.00, u=4.1. Clearly this is con- 
verging slowly if at all. The correct result lies be- 
tween 3 and 4.1. Arbitrarily selecting 3.5 gives 
Q=.688, u=4. This is still too high. Using u=3.7 
gives u=3.9. Using u=3.8 gives u=3.8, approxi- 
mately. Trying more carefully with u=3.8, we get 
u=3.813, w,=4240 radians per second. (A more pre- 
cise result obtained by a different analysis gives 
u=3.8113.) 
An inspection of Figure 2 shows that except for 
small values of u, the shape of the curves repeats 
in an interesting and useful manner, reflecting about 
the values x=7.86, x=9.42, etc. These values are 
very nearly 2.%, 3a, 3.&, etc. This knowledge per- 
mits finding solutions beyond the scope of Figure 2. 
Thus, for the first problem R=.6; B=K=O, we got 
u,=1.1205, u,=3.9928, u,=7.1091. Let us now get 
u,, which is in the neighborhood+7.1+ (7.1-4.0) = 
10.2. Thus, g, (u,) is approximately (.6) / (10.2) = .06. 
Since g, (3a+y) =-g3 (3a-y), we will look for 
-g3(8.64) which should be approximately .06. Ac- 
tually we find that -g,(8.61)=.06. Thus ur=&- 
8.61=10.24. Actually we could have gotten a good 
value by taking uI=u3+ (u,-u?) =10.22. Using the 
slightly better result, we have u,=2u,-un=13.37, 
and so on. 
